
CHAPTER I: PHONOLOGY
1. CONSONANTS

The consonants ma^y be transcribed and arranged as shown in table 1.

2. VOWELS

The vowels may b§ transcribed and arranged as shown in the following
figure:

Front Central

Lips spread

Back

u Lips rounded

To each vowel except e there corresponds a long vowel: i*, a\ a-, o-, u-

3. DIPHTHONGS

Yurok has front-, central-, and back- closing diphthongs, which form nearly
symmetrical patterns as shown in table 2. The second element of diphthongs
is regarded as a consonant (semivowel), 1 and not the corresponding vowel.
This is convenient for two reasons: phonetically, Yurok diphthongs are fall-

ing diphthongs, the syllable nucleus being the first element; phonologically,
diphthongs behave similarly to m, n, r, w, and y following a vowel and
preceding pause or a voiceless nonglottalized consonant (see 4.1).

There are three "long" diphthongs (three mora diphthongs) with a- and o*

as first element. These are relatively infrequent.

la-yn passing
ceykeni small
hitoy here
ko*yckwotf I buy
poyka- brain
cuy digging stick

ka?ar pet

merkweni everything

hirkik inland

korpewek I am alone

curpjy comb
ma*w*? you(pl.) pay a fine

cahcew to be difficult

stowstelc small fir tree

mawpah food taken with one

lThe fact that phonetic sequences of the types [uj], [uj], [Ju], [ju], [ui], [ui] occur
in comparable environments is most easily accounted for phonemically by setting up
three consonantal phonemes (semivowels), /r/, /w/, /y/, besides the vowel phonemes
/a/, /u/, and/i/.

[1 ]



Table 1

CONSONANTS



5. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE

Every Yurok syllable has a vowel nucleus and begins with a consonant, so
that CV is the minimal syllabic structure. The following examples show the
different types of syllable found.

CV
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